Today is the day you've worked so hard toward — you are officially an engineer! I know I speak for the entire University of Washington Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering when I say I am very proud of you and everything you have accomplished.

Indeed, I commend all of you for facing challenges head on and finishing your degrees despite immense difficulties the pandemic and other national and world events have brought over the last few years. I believe our local, national and global communities will benefit greatly in the future from your grit and determination.

Now, as you take the next step in your career — whether it’s within industry, academia or some other adventure — continue to remember what you’ve learned at UW ECE. Pursue your work with the same passion and innovative mindset you applied as a student. Keep learning and feeding your curiosity. Know that you can accomplish great things by taking small steps and by relying on and supporting your family, friends and community.

Also remember that graduating means you are part of an elite membership — UW ECE alums. Many of our alumni have dedicated their careers to developing technologies that have had global impact, working for or alongside distinguished engineers such as Dr. Gabriela A. González, our guest speaker today. I encourage you to listen carefully to what people like Gaby have to say and use their experiences to guide and inspire you.

Finally, as you go on to build the future, I hope that you return to the UW to join us at one of our upcoming alumni functions and that you will keep us updated on your career development. Our door will always be open for you.

Once again, congratulations on a job well done!

Eric Klavins
Professor and Chair
UW ECE
Wednesday, June 7, 2023
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The University of Washington Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering is proud to welcome UW ECE alumna Dr. Gabriela A. González (BSEE ’92) as honored guest speaker for our 2023 graduation ceremony. Dr. González is director of Intel Corporation’s Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education Research Office. She also is a leading advocate dedicated to improving diversity, equity, and inclusion in engineering education across the nation and around the world.

“We are very excited to have Gaby as our guest speaker for graduation,” said UW ECE Professor and Chair Eric Klavins. “She is a leading executive at Intel, a valuable member of our UW ECE Advisory Board, and her tireless work over decades expanding STEM education quality and access for those from underrepresented groups is well known. Gaby is a truly outstanding UW ECE alum who demonstrates by example the kind of positive social impact an engineering career can have.”

Dr. González’ distinguished career at Intel has spanned over 20 years. In her current role, she oversees global STEM education research, policy, governance, initiatives and thought leadership across the enterprise. Earlier in her career, Dr. González served as a program manager for Intel Labs, leading Intel's strategic corporate relationships and academic programs with top American, European and Latin American research universities. She has held several engineering roles during her time at Intel, including the transfer of the latest microprocessor technologies from development to high-volume manufacturing and management of equipment capacity, labor, and operational productivity. Dr. González began her professional career at Xerox Corporation, where she held various manufacturing, engineering, and management leadership positions.

Dr. González engages and collaborates with multiple stakeholders across Intel, as well as external partners and collaborators in academia, government, industry, and non-profit agencies to drive and influence inclusive and equitable STEM education outcomes. Prior to this role, she was the deputy director and operations manager of the Intel Foundation, where she led global strategies for STEM outreach and engagement for K-12 students, with particular emphasis on women and girls in STEM.

Dr. González is the former chair of the National Science Foundation STEM Education Advisory Panel, where she served from 2018 to 2022. She currently is on the board of directors for Project Lead the Way and the National Girls Collaborative Project. She is an active member of several professional, social, and cultural communities as a leader and role model, driving impact for underrepresented students and professionals in STEM around the globe. In addition to her bachelor’s degree from UW ECE, she holds a master’s degree in engineering and manufacturing management from Clarkson University, and a doctoral degree in human and social dimensions of science and technology from Arizona State University.
Gen Sakura (Bellingham, WA) will be graduating from UW ECE with a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering and a minor in entrepreneurship. Sakura was accepted into the University through the UW Academy for Young Scholars in 2019. In his first two years at the UW, Sakura worked under Professor Alan Leong to teach the “Creating a Company” sequence at the UW’s Foster School of Business while simultaneously spinning out his own startup in hotel logistics. Sakura entered UW ECE in 2021 and over the next two years became a vocal advocate for initiatives and programs that enhance the ECE undergraduate experience. He did this through multiple leadership roles: as an Events Coordinator for both the ECE Student Advisory Council and UW IEEE-HKN chapter, and as an ECE peer advisor. After graduation, Sakura plans to learn more about the inner workings of hardware and the potential applications of machine learning through a master’s program in electrical engineering.

Jan Silva (San Jose, CA) will be graduating from UW ECE with a master’s degree in electrical engineering. Silva participated in the combined Bachelor of Science-Master of Science program at UW ECE and was advised by Professor Scott Hauck. She completed her bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering in 2022, along with a minor in entrepreneurship. During her undergraduate years she was a CoMotion Mary Gates Innovation Scholar and participated in interdisciplinary research on medical devices for equity and for low-resource settings. She is passionate about peer mentorship and was heavily involved with the Engineering Peer Educator Program, eventually serving as a Lead Peer Educator during her senior year. Silva has also served as a graduate teaching assistant for these UW ECE courses: Digital Design; Sex, Gender, and Engineering; and Sensors and Systems. After graduation, Silva will be working as an electrical engineering Intern at Lumentum in San Jose, and she plans to continue her career in digital design and development of medical devices.
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Stay connected with UW ECE!